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ABSTRACT
Random Subdomain DDoS a�acks on the Domain Name System
(DNS) infrastructure are becoming a popular vector in recent a�acks
(e.g., recent Mirai a�ack on Dyn). In these a�acks, many queries are
sent for a single or a few victim domains, yet they include highly
varying non-existent subdomains generated randomly.

Motivated by these a�acks we designed and implemented novel
and e�cient algorithms for distinct heavy hi�ers (dHH). A (clas-
sic) heavy hi�er (HH) in a stream of elements is a key (e.g., the
domain of a query) which appears in many elements (e.g., requests).
When stream elements consist of ¡key, subkey¿ pairs, (¡domain,
subdomain¿) a distinct heavy hi�er (dhh) is a key that is paired
with a large number of di�erent subkeys. Our algorithms dominate
previous designs in both the asymptotic (theoretical) sense and
practicality. Speci�cally the new �xed-size algorithms are simple
to code and with asymptotically optimal space accuracy tradeo�s.

Based on these algorithms, we build and implement a system for
detection and mitigation of Random Subdomain DDoS a�acks. We
perform experimental evaluation, demonstrating the e�ectiveness
of our algorithms.

1 INTRODUCTION
�e Domain Name System (DNS) service is a critical element in the
internet functionality. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) a�acks
on the DNS service typically consist of many queries coming from
a large botnet and sent to the root name server or an authoritative
name server along the domain chain. According to Akamai’s state
of the internet report [2] nearly 20% of DDoS a�acks in Q1 of
2016 involved the DNS service, some of them on the root name
servers [19].
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1.1 Random Sundomain Attacks
One type of particularly hard to mitigate DDoS a�ack is the ran-
domized a�ack on the DNS service called Random Subdomain At-
tack [16] (also known as Authoritative Exhaustion A�ack [4]; Non-
sense Name A�ack [14]; Pseudo-random Subdomain A�ack [3]).

In this a�ack, queries for many di�erent pseudorandom non-
existent subdomains (subkeys) of the same primary domain (key)
are issued [3]. Since the response to a query for a new subdomain
is not cached at the DNS resolver, these queries are propagated to
the domain authoritative server. Initially, the authoritative server
is able to respond and typically answers with an ”NXDOMAIN”
response, indicating that the domain can’t be found. Once the
authoritative server becomes overwhelmed, it will either crash or
implement a response rate limiting mechanism. Either way, no
response will be received from the authoritative server and it will
appear unresponsive to the ISP.

Shortly a�er, the ISP resolvers, that store each recursive request
until a response is received, exhausts all available storage space and
also becomes debilitated, causing legitimate clients to experience
an increase in ”Server Failure” responses from the ISP resolvers [3]
While these a�acks were �rst witnessed in 2009, in October 2016
they made headlines, when hundreds of top websites were drasti-
cally a�ected by the Mirai IoT Botnet a�ack on domains delegated
to the Dyn DNS resolvers [4]. Mitigation of these a�acks took
hours.
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Figure 1: DNS Random Subdomain attack overview



Mitigation of Random Subdomain a�acks is di�cult since the
packets in the a�ack are correctly formed DNS requests. Further-
more, the queries are normally received from legitimate ISP clients
and therefore source based �ltering can not be used. �e solution
of internet providers so far has been to identify the targeted zone
by analyzing query logs for anomalies, and to temporarily prevent
the name server from handling queries for this zone [3, 14], or
alternatively to reduce the number of queries handled using rate
limiting.

1.2 Our Contributions
�e two major contributions of this paper are novel practical sampling-
based structures for distinct heavy hi�er (dHH) detection, and the
system we propose for detection and mitigation of Random Subdo-
main a�acks.

1.2.1 A�ack Mitigation System. In this paper we present a sys-
tem for the mitigation of this a�ack. Our system is based on the
observation that the number of distinct subdomains in queries for
targeted domains signi�cantly increases during this a�ack due to
the pseudorandom part of the query. Our system detects this sudden
rise in the number of distinct subdomains, and therefore identi�es
the targeted domain automatically. Depending on the rate of the
a�ack, our system can detect an a�ack within seconds of a�ack
start time.

During normal network operation, the number of distinct subdo-
mains for each domain is usually relatively constant and typically
a small number. One exception to this is the increasing usage
of disposable domains. �ese are large volumes of automatically
generated domains, legitimately created by top sites and services
(e.g., social networks and search engines), to give some signal to
their server [6]. By analyzing tra�c during normal server load (i.e.
”peacetime”), our system creates a baseline of the normal number
of distinct subdomains of such domains so that it can detect the
abnormal rise during the a�ack. Using this baseline, our system can
identify a�acks while signi�cantly reducing false positives. Further-
more, we are able to automatically identify most of the legitimate
requests for the targeted domain.

1.2.2 Algorithms for Distinct Heavy Hi�ers. Our system is based
on our algorithms for �nding distinct heavy hi�ers. Consider a
stream of DNS queries, with the second-level domain, for example,
serving as the key. A key that appears many times in the query
stream constitutes a “classic” heavy hi�er (e.g., google.com, cnn.com,
etc,). If each query’s subdomain serves as the subkey (e.g., mail.,
home., game1., etc,), a key with many di�erent subkeys is then a
distinct heavy hi�er (dHH) or superspreader [18].

Generally, approximate distinct heavy hi�ers algorithms exhibit
a tradeo� between detection accuracy and the amount of space
they require. Cardinality estimate accuracy is even more di�cult
to achieve with a �xed-size structure since a key may be evicted
from the cache and then re-enter the cache, resulting in cardinal-
ity inaccuracies. Our proposed �xed-size dHH algorithm, named
Distinct Weighted Sampling (dwsHH), uses a �x-size structure and
outperforms known solutions both in terms of cardinality accuracy
and practicality.

We demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our algorithms via experi-
mental evaluations on real Internet traces and a�acks.

2 DISTINCT HEAVY HITTER ALGORITHMS
2.1 Preliminaries and Background

2.1.1 Problem Definitions. Formally, our input is modeled as a
stream of elements, where each element has a primary key x from
a domain X and a subkey y from domain Dx . For each key, the
(classic) weight hx is the number of elements with key x , and the
distinct weightwx is the number of di�erent subkeys in elements
with key x .

A keyx with weight that is at least an ϵ fraction of the (respective)
total is referred to as a heavy hi�er. When hx ≥ ϵ

∑
y hy , x is a

(classic) heavy hi�er (HH), and when wx ≥ ϵ
∑
y wy , x is a distinct

heavy hi�er (dHH).

2.1.2 Background. Sample andHold: �e Sample and Hold (S&H)
algorithm [10, 13] is applied to a stream of elements, where each
element has a key x and weight hx as described above.

�e �xed threshold design is speci�ed for a threshold τ . �e
algorithm maintains a cache S of keys, which is initially empty,
and a counter cx for each cached key x . A new element with key
x is processed as follows: If x ∈ S is in the cache, the counter cx
is incremented. Otherwise, a counter cx ← 1 is initialized with
probability τ . �e �xed-size design is speci�ed for a �xed sample
(cache) size k and works by e�ectively lowering the threshold τ to
the value that would have resulted in k cached keys.

An important property of S&H is that the set of sampled keys
is a probability proportional to size without replacement (ppswor)
sample of keys according to weights hx [17].

Approximate Distinct Counters: A distinct counter is an algorithm
that maintains the number of di�erent elements in a stream of ele-
ments. An exact distinct counter requires state that is proportional
to the number of di�erent elements in the stream. Fortunately, there
are many existing designs and implementations of approximate dis-
tinct counters that have a small relative error but use state size that
is only logarithmic or double logarithmic in the number of distinct
elements [5, 7, 8, 11, 12]. �e basic idea is elegant and simple: We
apply a random hash function to each element, and retain the small-
est hash value. �is value, in expectation, is becoming smaller as
there are more distinct elements, and thus can be used to estimate
the number of distinct elements. �e di�erent proposed structures
have di�erent ways of enhancing this approach to control the error.
�e tradeo� between structure size and error are controlled by a
parameter `: A structure of size proportional to ` has normalized
root mean square error (NRMSE) of 1/

√
`. In Section 2.2.1 we use

distinct counters as a black box in our dHH structures, abstracted
as a class of objects that support the following operations: Init:
Initializes a sketch of an empty set; Merge(x): merge the item x
into the set (x could already be a member of the set or a new item);
CardEst: return an estimate on the cardinality of the set (with a
con�dence interval).

2.2 Distinct Weighted Sampling
2.2.1 Distinct Heavy Hi�ers Algorithms Overview. Our distinct

weighted sampling schemes take as input a stream of elements



that are key and subkey pairs. We build on the �xed-size classic
S&H schemes but make some critical adjustments: First, we apply
hashing so that we can sample the distinct stream instead of the
classic stream. Second, instead of using simple counters for cached
keys as in classic S&H, we use approximate distinct counters applied
to subkeys. �ird, we maintain state per key that is suitable for
estimating the weight of heavy cached keys (whereas classic S&H
was designed for unbiased domain queries).

2.2.2 Fixed-threshold Distinct HeavyHi�ers. Our �xed-threshold
distinct heavy hi�ers algorithm is applied with respect to a speci-
�ed threshold parameter τ . We make use of a random hash function
Hash ∼ U [0, 1]. An element (x ,y) is processed as follows. If the key
x is not cached, then if Hash(x ,y) (applied to the key and subkey
pair (x ,y)) is below τ , we initialize a dCounters[x] object (and say
that now x is cached) and insert the string (x ,y). If the key x is al-
ready in the cache, we add the string (x ,y) into the distinct counter
dCounters[x].

2.2.3 Fixed-size distinct weighted sampling. �e �xed-size Dis-
tinct Weighted Sampling (dwsHH) algorithm is speci�ed for a cache
size k . Compared with the �xed-threshold algorithm, we keep some
additional state for each cached key:

• �e threshold τx when x entered the cache (represented
in the pseudocode as dCounters[x].τ ). τx is important
in deriving con�dence intervals on wx . Intuitively, τx
captures a pre�x of elements with key x which were seen
before the distinct structure for x was initialized, and is
used to estimate the number of distinct subkeys in this
pre�x.

• A value seed(x) ≡ min(x,y)in stream Hash(x,y) which is
the minimum Hash(x,y) of all elements with key x . (in
the pseudocode, dCounters[x].seed represents seed(x)).
Note that it su�ces to track seed(x) only a�er the key
x is inserted into the cache, since all elements that oc-
curred before the key entered the cache necessarily had
Hash(x,y) > τx , as the entry threshold τ can only decrease
over time.

�e �xed-size dwsHH algorithm retains in the cache only the
k keys with lowest seeds. �e e�ective threshold value τ that
we work with, is the seed of the most recently evicted key. �e
e�ective threshold has the same role as the �xed threshold since it
determines the (conditional) probability on inclusion in the sample
for a key with certain wx . A pseudo code is provided as Algorithm
1.

2.2.4 Analysis and estimates. We �rst consider the sample distri-
bution of dwsHH. As we mentioned, it is known that classic S&H ap-
plied with weights hx has the property that the set of sampled keys
is a ppswor sample according to hx [9]. Surprisingly, the sample
distribution properties of S&H carries over from being with respect
to hx (classic S&H) to being with respect towx (dwsHH). �erefore,
when working with a �xed k , a key with weightwx is selected with
probability ≥ 1 − (1 −wx /m)

k , where m =
∑
x wx is the sum of

weights of all keys. If the threshold is τ , a key with weightwx is se-
lected with probability 1 − exp(−τwx ). A detailed proof is found in
the technical report [1]. We therefore obtain that key x is very likely
to be sampled when wx � maxi ∈[0,k−1](m −

∑
x ∈topi wx )/(k − i)

Algorithm 1: Fixed-size streaming Distinct Weighted Sampling (dw-
sHH)
Data: cache size k , stream of elements of the form (key,subkey),

where keys are from domain X
Output: set of (x, cx , τx ) where x ∈ X
dCounters← ∅; τ ← 1 // Initialize a cache of distinct

counters

foreach stream element with key x and subkey y do // Process a

stream element
if x is in dCounters then

dCounters[x].Merge(x,y)
dCounters[x].seed←

min{dCounters[x].seed, Hash(x,y)}
else

if Hash(x,y) < τ then // Create dCounters[x]
dCounters[x].Init
dCounters[x].Merge(x,y)
dCounters[x].seed← Hash(x,y)
dCounters[x].τ ← τ
if |dCounters | > k then

x ← arg maxy∈dCounters dCounters[y].seed
τ ← dCounters[x].seed
Delete dCounters[x]

return(For x in dCounters,
(x, dCounters[x].CardEst, dCounters[x].τ ))

where topi is the set of i heaviest keys. A detailed explanation of
this bound with relevant proofs can be found in [1].

In terms of time complexity, given a stream of ¡key, subkey¿
pairs, for each pair the dwsHH algorithm makes at most O(loд(n))
accesses to memory for keys not in the cache and 2 accesses for
keys in the cache. �e �rst is an item ’read’ for checking if the key
is in the structure. If the key is in the structure, only an additional
’write’ is needed. Otherwise, the algorithm searches for the item
with the maximal seed. �e number of accesses for this depends
on the implementation. We assume an e�cient structure is used
for max search which, assuming there are n items in the structure,
makes O(loд(n)) reads for the search, followed by an additional
write operation.

Estimate quality and con�dence interval. With the �xed-threshold
scheme, we expect the sample size to include τ

∑
y wy keys even

when all keys have wx = 1. With the �xed-size (dwsHH) scheme,
we expect the cache to include keys with wx �

∑
y wy/k but it

may also include some keys with small weight.
For many applications, an estimate on the weight wx of the

heavy hi�ers is needed. We compute an estimate with a con�dence
interval on wx for each cached key x , using the entry threshold τ
(or dCounters[x].τ in the �xed-size scheme) and the approximate
distinct count dCounters[x].CardEst.

We obtain the con�dence interval [dCounters[x].CardEst −
aδσ2, dCounters[x].CardEst − 1 + 1/τ + aδ

√
σ 2

1 + σ
2
2 ]

where aδ is the coe�cient for con�dence 1 − δ according to
the normal approximation. E.g., for 95% con�dence we can use



aδ = 2. We note the con�dence intervals are tighter for keys that
are presented earlier and thus have τx � τ .

2.2.5 Integrated dwsHH design. We propose a seamless design
(Integrated dwsHH) integrating the hashing performed for the
weighted sampling component with the hashing performed for the
approximate distinct counters. We use a type of distinct counters
based on stochastic averaging (`-partition) [11, 12] (see [8] for an
overview). �is design hashes strings to ` buckets and maintains
the minimum hash in each bucket. We estimate the distinct counts
using the tighter HIP estimators [8].

For a sampled x , we can obtain a con�dence interval on wx
using the lower end point dCounters[x].CardEst + 1, with er-
ror controlled by the distinct counter and the upper end point
dCounters[x].CardEst + 1/dCounters[x].τ , with error controlled
by both the distinct counter and the entry threshold. �e errors are
combined as explained in Section 2.2.4 using the HIP error of
σ2 ≈ (2`)−0.5dCounters[x].CardEst .

�e size of our structure is O(k` logm) plus the representation
of the k cached keys. Note that the parameter ` can be a constant
for DDoS applications: A choice of ` = 50 gives NRMSE of 10%.
Additional details can be found in [1].

2.3 Evaluation
2.3.1 Theoretical Comparison. In Table 1 we show a theoretical

memory usage comparison of our distinct weighted sampling algo-
rithms, Superspreaders and Locher [15], assuming all algorithms
use the same distinct count primitive. We are using the notations: δ
as the probability that a given source becomes a false negative or a
false positive, N as the number of distinct pairs, r as the number of
estimates, s as the number of pairs of distinct counting primitives
used to compute each estimate, and c (for a c-superspreader (i.e.
we want to �nd keys with more than c distinct elements) choosing
c = τ−1.Note that the Superspreaders algorithm does not provide
an estimate on the distinct weight of the keys, but rather only re-
ports which keys have high enough weights. Locher’s algorithm
provides an estimate error which is incomparable theoretically and
signi�cantly higher than ours in practice

Algorithm Memory usage Keys’ distinct weight
estimation error

Fixed-threshold dis-
tinct WS

O (τ
∑
y wy · ` logm)

(Exp.) τ −1 +wy/
√

2`

Fixed-size dwsHH O (k` logm)
(1/k )

∑
y wy +

wy/
√

2`
Superspreaders 1-
Level Filtering [18] O (Nc ) NA

Superspreaders 2-
Level Filtering [18] O (Nc ln

1
δ ) NA

Locher [15] O (r s · 2` + |k |) NA

Table 1: �eoretic Comparison between methods

2.3.2 Practical Evaluation.

Accuracy and Parameters. �e following tests were done using
a 4GB trace of 40M DNS queries captured at our campus net-
work. For each DNS query q = ...p6.p5.p4.p3.p2.p1, we sliced
the query at most 5 times to produce the < key, subkey > pairs,
< p1, ...p6.....p2 >, < p2.p1, ...p6.....p3 > … < p5.....p1, ....p6 >.
�is process gave us a total of over 120M pairs composed of a total
of nearly 1M distinct pairs.

We compare the a�ect of di�erent cache sizes (k) on the output
of our dwsHH algorithm. As shown in Fig 2a we set the number of
buckets to be 32 and use cache sizes of 100, 500, 1000, 10000. Using
a cache size of 100, our algorithm reports keys with cardinality at
least 0.005 of the total number of distinct items with a false negative
rate under 5%. A false negative rate of under 5% is also achieved
with cache size of 500 for cardinality over 0.0008. Using a cache
of 1000 and 10000, our algorithm reports keys with cardinality at
least 0.0004 of the total, with false negative rates of 2% and 0%
respectively.

Additionally, we compare the a�ect of the di�erent number of
buckets (`) on the output of our dwsHH algorithm. As shown in
Fig 2b we set cache size to be 1000 and use 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 buckets.
For the reported keys, using 4 buckets gave a median distinct weight
estimated error of 49% over all reported keys and 8, 16, 32 and 64
buckets gave a median error of 33%, 18%, 13% and 9% accordingly.

To report, for example, all keys which have a weight of at least
0.001% of the total number of distinct pairs, using the dwsHH
algorithm, we use cache size of 1000, achieving a false negative rate
of 0% and a false positive rate of 0%. Using 32 buckets, the weight
estimates provided have a median error of less than 10% of the item
cardinality for the reported keys. �is test is shown in Figure 2c.

3 RANDOMIZED SUB-DOMAIN ATTACKS
MITIGATION SYSTEM

3.1 Notations
We denote a domain, subdomain and subpart in the following man-
ner: Given a query q = ...d6.d5.d4.d3.d2.d1, a subpart of a domain is
any individual partdi . (i.e., d1, d2 etc.). A domain-su�x of the query
is any su�x ofq composed of whole subparts. �e subdomain-pre�x
of a domain-su�x is the pre�x of q up to and not including the
domain-su�x. For example, for domain-su�x d1 the subdomain-
pre�x is ...d6....d2. For brevity, we refer to a domain-su�x as a
domain and a subdomain-pre�x as a subdomain. Note that we refer
to the length of a domain to be the number of domain subparts and
not the number of characters.

3.2 Overview
A�ack Detection: As depicted in Figure 3, a�ack detection is done
in two stages. �e �rst stage is a preprocessing of tra�c captured
when there is a normal DNS query load (this is considered to be
peacetime). Using our system, a baseline is created which identi�es
domains which have many di�erent subdomains on a regular basis
(for example, domains of sites that use disposable domains). Addi-
tionally, a whitelist of common domain subparts (i.e., mail, maps
etc.) is also identi�ed and used during mitigation to allow the legit-
imate queries of targeted domains. �e second stage is an analysis
of tra�c during an a�ack. �e system identi�es domains which
are potential a�ack targets. If the number of distinct queries for



(a) Modi�ed cache size (b) Modi�ed Number of Buckets (c) 32 Buckets, 1000 Items

Figure 2: Distinct Weighted Sampling (dWS) parameter comparison results

these domains is signi�cantly higher than the peacetime baseline,
these domains are set as a�ack signatures.

�e main component of our system is the Distinct Heavy Domain
Hierarchy Extractor (HDDH) (Section 3.3), which is used for both
the baseline creation as well as the a�ack signature extraction.

Figure 3: DNS Random Subdomain mitigation system

A�ack Mitigation: Once signatures have been extracted, conse-
quent queries are matched against the a�ack signatures. �eries
which match an a�ack signature and do not qualify as whitelisted
are dropped before reaching the ISP resolvers. For example, in an
a�ack on ’victim.com’, our system would generate the signature
’*.victim.com’. Using the whitelist of common domain subparts,
our system identi�es that ’mail.victim.com’ is not an a�ack query
and it is allowed. Other queries for ’victim.com’ are dropped. �e

whitelist can be �ne-tuned for each signature during the a�ack to
further reduce false positives.

Our system makes no assumptions on the resource consumption
or behaviour of the resolvers making it more robust in terms of
detection.

3.3 Heavy Distinct Domain Hierarchy (HDDH)
Extractor

�e HDDH can be be�er visualized using a trie. As can be seen in
Figure 4, each edge of the trie is labled with a domain subpart. Each
node represents a domain (e.g. the domain ∗.site .orд is represented
by the right-most leaf in the trie). Each node is labeled with the
number of distinct subdomains seen for that domain. For example,
there were 500 di�erent queries for domain ∗.com, of which 420
were for domain ∗.дooдle .com, 60 for ∗.cnn.com and the remaining
20 were for domains that had a cardinality below min heavy. Note
that the remaining cardinality of each node is the number indicated
on the node minus the sum of its child nodes in the next level of the
tree. We would like to �nd a minimal set of nodes in the trie with a
cardinality abovemin heavy that cover the leaves of the trie.

Figure 4: Hierarchy of heavy distinct domains. Bold edged
nodes are in the cover, dashed edge nodes do not surpass the
minimum cardinality.

In order to extract the hierarchy of heavy distinct domains, we
need to e�ciently compute how many of the distinct subdomains
are contributed by each branch of the hierarchy. For each heav-
ily distinct domain we would like to identify which, if any, of its



subdomains is also heavily distinct. Furthermore, we would like
to calculate the accumulative cardinality of all of its heavily dis-
tinct subdomains. Since extracting the entire hierarchy of queried
domains would consume way too many resources, we provide an
approximate solution, that allows extracting the desired informa-
tion mainly for the heavily distinct domains.

�e HDDH Extractor is composed of our Fixed-size streaming
Distinct Weighted Sampling (and speci�cally Integrated dwsHH)
structures for Distinct Heavy Hi�ers detection.

Our structure maintains 5 Integrated dwsHHstructures which
we denote DHH1-DHH5. Denote as ki the size of each DHHi . �e
keys in each DHHi are domains of length i (i.e. domains of the
form ∗.di .di−1.....d1).

Given a stream of tra�c (or a tra�c capture), for each query q =
...d6.d5.d4.d3.d2.d1 received, the key ∗.d1 (of length 1) is inserted to
DHH1 with subkey ...d6....d2, key ∗.d2.d1 (of length 2) is inserted
to DHH2 with subkey ...d6....d3 and so on. However, a insertion is
made to DHH2 only if ∗.d1 was already found in DHH1. Similarly,
a insertion is made to DHH3 only if ∗.d2.d1 was already found in
DHH2 and so on. Meaning, that a longer domain is only inserted
into the structure if a shorter domain of that URL was already
su�ciently heavy to be an item in the structure. In this manner,
only domains which are somewhat likely to become signatures are
inserted into the structure.

To �nd the distinct heavy domain cover, once the tra�c capture
has been analyzed, or a�er every �xed time interval, a heavy domain
cover must be extracted from the structure. To identify the heavy
domain cover, we build a trie as shown in Figure 4, using only the
items in our HDDH Extractor. Intuitively, each domain found in our
HDDH extractor can be placed on a branch of the trie and the value
of each node needs to be calculated. �is is done by traversing each
key d in each DHHi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4). For each key, we calculate the
sum of the cardinalities of its children in the next level of the trie, i.e.
in DHHi+1, de�ned as: SumChildrend =

∑
{CardEst of all items in

DHHi+1 s.t. d is their su�x}. Once this sum has been calculated for
all keys in DHH1 through DHH4, based on prede�ned parameters,
our algorithm identi�es, for every branch, the deepest node that has
enough distinct subdomains and its child nodes do not. �ese nodes
will compose the heavy domain cover from which the signature set
will be selected.

4 CONCLUSION
We have presented e�cient algorithms for distinct Heavy Hi�ers
and a system for Random Subdomain a�ack detection and mitiga-
tion. Our dwsHH algorithm, requires a constant amount of memory,
and produces a cardinality estimate for each key which is signi�-
cantly more accurate than the estimates of existing solutions. Our
system identi�es the rise in the number of distinct subdomains of
targeted domains and extracts a�ack signatures for mitigation and
is, to the best of our knowledge, the �rst such system.
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